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Summary: A community contract is an agreement between a community and a contracting authority, whereby the community is responsible for the implementation of the works. This tool provides
an introduction on the practical application of community contracts for the execution of infrastructure
works. Besides general information on community contracting it suggests a structure for the content
of such a contract and provides an example.
Application Within the Planning Process:

Related Tools:

Ij[f-0Implementation of the Action Plan

J(- Standardised Short Contracts

Fkhfei[ In a community contract the commu-
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nity is responsible for the implementation of the
works and therefore functions as contractor. This
form of contract is particularly useful in participatory processes as it uses local resources, creates employment for the urban poor, empowers
the community and allows building capacities.
Community contracting assists in developing
constructive partnerships by clarifying the role
the community will play and allowing them to
control the assets they create. The aim of this
tool is to introduce the concept of community
contracting as well as to provide resources on
how to set up a community contract and what
to include.

International Labour Ofﬁce (ILO) contains information on the use of community contracts and
step-by-step guidelines (pp. 50-63) on the setting
up of a community contracting system for infrastructure provision and up-grading in informal urban settlements. This comprehensive resource
document also includes experience and lessons
learnt from case studies where community contracts were implemented. For a possible content
structure of a community contract see pp. 3435 of D28.2. A sample community contract for
infrastructure works from Nepal is presented in
D28.3.
Also see Tool T27 for standardised short contracts, which can be used with contractors other
than the community.

H[iekhY[i
Tournee, J. and van Esch, W.
(2001). Community Contracts
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International Training Course
For Engineers
and Town Planners * *+

I have been attending the lecture “Environmental sanitation planning and infrastructure in
developing countries” this term, during which you indicated that you are looking for trainees. So,
I am hereby applying for a trainee position in such an internship.
Sandec is active in a field I am vividly interested in – the interaction between people and the
technical sphere. An internship at Sandec in a foreign country would be a great opportunity to
get to know another culture and different social and economic frameworks in combination with
hands-on work experience in a field, I plan to work in my professional future.
There are two research groups at Sandec that especially appeal to me with regard to this
application:
Firstly, I am highly interested in doing an internship at the “Strategic environmental sanitation
planning”. Strategic planning of technical implementations is vital in our field. As engineers, we
must consider the whole system to come up with best-practice solutions. For example, the
material flux analyses are something, I have encountered in many lectures from different points
of view.
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Community Contracting

Dear Mr. Lüthi
I am an environmental engineering student at ETH in the second semester of my Msc studies,
majoring in hydraulic engineering and water resources management. I plan to gain practical
experience next semester by completing the internship required for graduating. I am looking
forward to an internship where I can apply knowledge acquired during my studies.

Sustainable
community-managed
and labour-based upgrading of
urban low-income settlements

Example from Nepal
D28.3.pdf

Secondly, the group “Excreta and wastewater management” has many interesting projects, I
would like to be a part of as they could offer me insight into small-scale solutions rather than
technologically enhanced treatment plants, which was often the focus in the lecture “urban water
management”. I am keen to learn about and implement different solutions than the ones
encountered in Switzerland.
I have no specific preference regarding the country where the internship would take place. On a
side note, however, in April I gave a charity concert for a sanitation and drinking water program
in Kabale district, Uganda. So, in a way, I already have a connection to this country and it would
be exciting to personally get to know it.
The minimum length of the mandatory internship for my Msc studies is 12 weeks. For this, I am
interested in completing my internship sometime between September and December. However,
if it is not possible for me to do an internship at Sandec this year, I would like to apply for a
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